
 

Dowsing at Gallipoli  
 

In the Polish edition of New Zealand dowser, turned author, Richard Webster’s book, Dowsing for 
Beginners, I came across one line of information stating that dowsing was used at Gallipoli by Australian 
troops during the First World War. What surprised me further, after asking around, was that none of my 

fellow Australian dowsers had any idea about this! So I set off to find out for sure whether this was indeed true. Was 
dowsing used at Gallipoli and if so, by whom?  

The battle site of Gallipoli in Turkey is deeply connected to Australian history as it has 
been chosen as the place of remembrance for fallen Australian soldiers involved in all wars. 
Nearly 9,000 of the 50,000 Australians who fought at Gallipoli over a nine-month period were 
killed, although these losses were dwarfed by the volunteer army on the Western Front, 
particularly at the Somme Poziere’s battlefield, where it is estimated 45,000 Australians did 
not return home to their sun-burnt country.  

Originally, I followed the idea that “my” dowser was Captain T.R. Williams, guessing 
that the most likely place for a dowser was in the engineers. Also, the founder of the Victorian 
Dowsing Society in Melbourne, Australia (and my mentor) was George Williams and, I guess 
subconsciously, I was looking for an elusive link to him. However, my research was to no 

avail, there wasn’t one. Unperturbed, I started looking into the records of Lieutenant William 
H. Dawkins, his second-in-command, and rang all the Dawkinses in Melbourne to see if he 
was related to any of them. However, once again I drew a blank.  

Next I contacted renowned dowser John Living because he was a dowsing soldier who was taught how to 
dowse for anti-personnel mines, and he passed me on to a retired army general in England who was helpful but told 
me not to spread rumours if I couldn’t prove that dowsing was used! 

 It is not very widely known that only after the troops landed at Gallipoli on 
25 April 1915, was it discovered that no provision had been made for water. 
According to one of the official histories of the First World War, The Story of 
ANZAC (11th Edition, 1941), arrangements for the supply of water were omitted 
by General Headquarters because no-one suspected that the fighting would take 
that long.  

Thus when the soldiers arrived at Gallipoli, water was carried from the 
beach up the gullies in kerosene tins, but this supply did not last very long. 
Quickly, it became clear that the soldiers could not run through the Turkish 
positions in search of water, so two special parties of the 2nd Field Company of 
Engineers, under Captain T.R. Williams and Lieutenant W.H. Dawkins, began to 
search the gullies for it. 

By nightfall they had sunk two tube wells at the mouth of Shrapnel Gully. 
The next day, Lt. Dawkins, a graduate of Duntroon, Australia’s Military Academy, moved to what became known as 
Dawkins’ Point – the seaward end of M’Cay’s Hill. By the end of the second evening, they had sunk twenty shallow 
wells, giving 20,000 gallons of good drinking water a day. Troughs were immediately erected for 500 horses and the 
pipes from there were laid under fire. But did they find these wells by dowsing? In some ways I was no closer to finding 
any proof of this.  

 Sadly, after the vital water supply had been secured, young Lt. Dawkins 
was killed by a shell only a couple of weeks later on 12th May 1915. Further 
misfortune befell the ‘diggers’ when the summer arrived, the water table dropped, 
the wells dried up and water had to be shipped in on barges.  

My lucky break in finding the final piece of information came in a way that is 
known to many dowsers: “happy coincidence”. Whilst I had found out where 
Dawkins and his parents had lived in Melbourne, there were no more records and I 
thought I had come to a real full stop this time.  

Over the months of my research in the archives of the Australian War 
Memorial, Mrs. Mary Pollard, the Senior Curator was very interested and helpful. 
She drew up shortlists of material for me to review and since there are over 10 
million objects, of which about 10% has been digitised and is available online, her 
help was very gratefully received. 

We found the picture of William shown here, pictures of water pipes running from the wells that were dug and 
the piping at Shrapnel Gulley, but still no confirmation that William had been dowsing. 

One weekend however, Mrs. Pollard ‘just happened’ to be out bush walking with a lady called Judith Ingle, also 
from Canberra. In conversation about the Memorial, Mrs. Pollard mentioned that she had this chap who was i n t e 
rested in William Dawkins and in particular whether he was a dowser. Mrs. Ingle was quite stunned as she ‘just 
happened’ to be a relative of William Dawkins and had written two books about him and the Military Academy of 
Duntroon. Over the remaining weekend, Mrs. Ingle rang all the relatives that she could in search of more information. 
Finally, she spoke to Dawkins’ great nephew, Raymond Mark who lives at Euroa, a small country town approximately 
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250km from Melbourne. Apparently he was orphaned as a young boy and lived with William Dawkins’ parents whilst he 
was growing up and might know more. 

I was overjoyed at this link and immediately rang 
Raymond who confirmed that William Dawkins was indeed a 
dowser who used his skills at Gallipoli to help his fellow 
countrymen. And how did he know? Well, William Dawkins’ 
mother, (Raymond’s adopted Mother) used to re – read William’s 
letters for comfort, after his death, detailing his exploits at Gallipoli 
and so Raymond heard all about William’s dowsing. Not only that, 
he said “dowsing runs in the family”, as he too is a dowser! 

It took a lot of time and effort to track down some of this 
information, and I am very grateful to the Australian War Memorial 
staff, in particular Mrs. Pollard. I’d also like to thank Judith Ingle 
and the relatives of William Dawkins for their help. The story also 
got dowsing a bit of publicity here in Australia, as I was 
interviewed on national radio about it. 

 [Pictures reproduced with kind permission of the 
Australian War Memorial.] 
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